We consider an XY quantum spin chain that consists of a left, center and right part initially at thermal equilibrium at temperatures T l , Tc, and Tr, respectively. The left and right systems are infinitely extended thermal reservoirs and the central system is a small quantum system linking these two reservoirs. If there is a temperature differential, then heat and entropy will flow from one part of the chain to the other. We consider the Evans-Searles and Gallavotti-Cohen functionals which describe the fluctuations of this flux with respect to the initial state of the system and the non-equilibrium steady state reached by the system in the large time limit. We also define the full counting statistics for the XY chain and consider the associated entropic functional, as well a natural class of functionals that interpolate between the full counting statistics functional and the direct quantization of the variational characterization of the Evans-Searles functional which appears in classical non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. The Jordan-Wigner transformation associates a free Fermi gas and Jacobi matrix to our XY chain. Using this representation we are able to compute the entropic functionals in the large time limit in terms of the scattering data of the underlying Jacobi matrix. We show that the Gallavotti-Cohen and Evans-Searles functionals are identical in this limit. Furthermore, we show that all of these entropic functionals are equal in the large time limit if and only if the underlying Jacobi matrix is reflectionless.
Introduction
Entropic fluctuations in statistical mechanics concerns the study of the relative probability that entropy will increase or decrease over a time interval in a physical system. We provide a brief historical review of the subject; the interested reader may consult [RM] for a more exhaustive treatment and additional references. The study of fluctuations in statistical mechanics began in 1905 with the seminal paper of Einstein [E1] on Brownian motion in which the first fluctuation-dissipation relation was given. In his 1910 paper [E2] , Einstein gave a link between the entropy formula of Boltzmann and the probability of fluctuations out of an equilibrium state. Subsequent developments were made by Ornstein and Nyquist; Ornstein obtained a fluctuation-dissipation relation for a random force acting on a Brownian particle [Or] and Nyquist computed spectral densities and correlation functions of thermal noise in linear electrical circuits in terms of their impedance [Ny] . The classic result of Onsager is the converse [O1, O2] ; he obtained a formula for the transport coefficients or impedances in terms of thermal fluctuations. Progress in the theory of transport coefficients and fluctuation-dissipation relations was continued in the works of Green [G1, G2] and Kubo [Kub] (e.g., the derivation of the well-known Green-Kubo formulas).
These early results concerned primarily the close-to-equilibrium regime; e.g., the transport coefficients refer to the first order response of a physical system in equilibrium to thermodynamic or mechanical forces pushing it out of equilibrium. While the equilibrium theory is considered satisfactory and complete, the same is not true of the non-equilibrium theory [RM] .
Modern fluctuation theorems were first suggested numerically in the paper [ECM] . There, the authors were interested in violations of the second law of thermodynamics; in the course of studying a deterministic particle system they found the relationship (roughly speaking) that P t pφq " e´t φ P t p´φq (1.1)
where P t pφq is the probability of measuring a decrease in the entropy of the system of magnitude φ over a time interval of length t. That is, decreases of entropy can occur, but the probability of an entropy decrease occuring is exponentially small in the magnitude of the decrease compared to measuring an increase of the same magnitude. This exponential suppression has an equivalent formulation in terms of the cumulant generating function E t pαq for the random variable describing the entropy change over the time interval r0, ts.
To be more precise, (1.1) holds iff the cumulant generating function obeys E t pαq " E t p1´αq; such a relationship has come to be known in the literature as a fluctuation relation.
Such fluctuation relations were established theoretically for the first time by Evans and Searles [ES] and Gallavotti and Cohen [GC1, GC2] . One of the novel features of such modern fluctuation theorems is that they hold for systems far from equilibrium, and in the linear regime near equilibrium reduce to Green-Kubo formulas and Onsager relations, an observation made by Gallavotti in 1996 [Ga, JPR] . They are therefore a generalization or a far-from-equilibrium version of the Green-Kubo formulas and Onsager relations which have played an important role in the development of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
While the majority of work in entropic fluctuations concerns classical mechanics, comparatively little is known in the quantum case and establishing quantum analogues of the existing results is an emerging and active area of research. The modern fluctuations theorems represent some of the few exact and general results in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and it is therefore desireable to obtain a generalization to the quantum regime. As it stands, both the classical and quantum theory admit an axiomatization [JPR, JOP] ; starting with a general classical or quantum dynamical system, the basic objects of the theory such as the entropy production observable and the finite time entropic functionals can be defined at a great level of generality. The axioms concern the existence and regularity of the entropic functionals in the large time limit. In the quantum case, it is generally extremely difficult to verify these axioms in physically interesting models [JOPP] .
The mathematical tools required to deal with the quantum case are in general very demanding. Virtually all aspects of Tomita-Takesaki modular theory play a role in the description of entropic fluctuations in quantum non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. For example, the Araki-Masuda non-commutative L p spaces take the place of the familiar L p spaces of measure theory appearing in the classical case, and the Connes cocycle and relative modular operators take the place of Radon-Nikodyn derivatives [JOPP] . As the quantum case is somewhat overshadowed by these technical requirements, it makes sense to consider a specific, exactly solvable model, such as the XY spin chain, and compute the quantities of interest in this specific case. Due to the exact solvability, the complete description of the entropic fluctuations of the XY quantum spin chain will require no more technical tools than the basics of trace-class scattering theory, a subject accessible to beginning graduate students or even advanced undergraduates. The XY spin chain has seen a great deal of study in quantum statistical mechanics -we refer the reader to [JLP] for a sampling of the existing literature on the subject. For example, the first proofs of the existence of a non-equilibrium steady state were given in the context of XY chains [AH, AP] .
As previously mentioned, the goal of this thesis is to test the emerging theory of entropic fluctuations in the context of XY quantum spin chains. In particular, we compute the large time limit entropic functionals of the XY chain. These functionals describe the fluctuations of entropy production in the XY spin chain. The results of this paper were already announced in [JLP] , and some proof sketches appeared there. The model considered here is more general, and we complete the calculations that were omitted in [JLP] . Our principle results concern the existence and the properties of the entropic functionals and are the content of Theorem 4.10; we summarize the results in the sequel.
Outline of paper
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the finite volume XY chain and studies some of its properties. We initially define an XY chain confined to a finite interval in Z. We then define the finite volume open XY chain which consists of three pieces, each of which is by itself an XY chain confined to a finite interval. We refer to these pieces as the left, center, and right parts of the chain. The parts are coupled at their end points; initially the left/center/right part of the chain is at thermal equilibrium at inverse temperature β l{c{r . If there is a temperature differential, then energy and entropy will flow from one part of the chain to the other. We study the properties of this flux and associated entropy production, and introduce the finite time and finite volume entropic functionals.
The entropic functionals introduced are the following. The Evans-Searles functional is the direct quantization of the corresponding functional in classical non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. In the classical case, the functional describes fluctuations of the entropy production of the system with respect to its initial state. However, the direct quantization results in a functional that fails to have the desired α Ø 1´α symmetry characterizing the aforementioned fluctuation relation of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics (see Section 2.3.2).
At this point we introduce an entropic functional associated to the full counting statistics of the XY chain, which is a probability measure associated to a repeated quantum measurement protocol of the entropy of the XY chain (see Section 2.3.3 for more details). We introduce a functional which is the direct quantization of the variational characterization of the Evans-Searles functional in classical nonequilibrium statistical mechanics (see Proposition 2.3(vii)), and a class of functionals which interpolate between the variational functional and the full counting statistics functional. We mention that the full counting statistics, variational and interpolating functionals all have the α Ø 1´α symmetry.
In the latter half of Section 2 we introduce the Jordan-Wigner transformation. The Jordan-Wigner transformation maps the confined XY chain to a free Fermi gas, and associates to the Hamiltonian of the XY chain a Jacobi matrix. In the remainder of the paper, we work exclusively in the Fermi gas representation of the XY chain. The Jordan-Wigner representation allows us to derive simple formulas for the entropic functionals which prove useful in the remainder of the paper.
In Section 3 we take the thermodynamic limit in which the volume of the chain tends to infinity. In our set-up, the center part of the chain is fixed, while the right and left parts of the chain become semi-infinite chains (that is, they have one fixed end, to which the center part is coupled, and one end at infinity). We call the resulting object the extended XY chain. We show that the initial state and dynamics of the finite volume chains converge to a state and dynamics of the extended XY chain. We also show that the finite volume entropic functionals have infinite volume limits and compute them in closed form.
Section 4 concerns the large time limit, and contains our main results, Theorem 4.10. In the previous section we fixed the time t and took the thermodynamic limit, resulting in, for each fixed t, an extended XY chain. In this section, we will take the limit t Ñ 8 of the extended XY chain. We begin by introducing the necessary facts from spectral and scattering theory that we will require to prove our resuts. In the case of the XY chain, the large time limit is easy to control via trace-class scattering theory. We prove that in the large time limit, the state of the XY chain converges to a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) and we compute the steady state heat fluxes in terms of the scattering data of the underlying Jacobi matrix of the XY chain. Except in trivial cases, there is a non-zero steady state entropy production as long as the left and right parts of the chain are initially at different temperatures. At this point we introduce the Gallavotti-Cohen entropic functional which measures fluctuations with respect to the NESS.
Subsequently, we show that the entropic functionals have large time limits and compute them in closed form in terms of the scattering data of the Jacobi matrix associated to the XY chain. We prove that, except in trivial cases, all the entropic functionals are identical in the large time limit iff the Jacobi matrix associated to the XY chain is reflectionless (the definition of which is given in Section 4.3). If the Jacobi matrix is not reflectionless, then the full counting statistics, variational and interpolating functionals are all different, and are different from the Gallavotti-Cohen and Evans-Searles functionals. Regardless of whether or not the underlying Jacobi matrix is reflectionless, the Evans-Searles and Gallavotti-Cohen functionals are equal in the large time limit. In particular, the Evans-Searles functional recovers the α Ø 1´α symmetry if and only if the Jacobi matrix is reflectionless.
2 Finite volume XY chain 2.1 The XY chain confined to an interval A finite dimensional quantum system is a pair pH, O H q where H is a finite dimensional complex Hilbert space and O H is the algebra of matrices acting on H. O H is called the algebra of observables. Throughout this paper the inner product on a Hilbert space H will be denoted x¨,¨y H and will be taken to be linear w.r.t. the second variable. When the meaning is clear we will drop the subscript and write instead x¨,¨y. The self-adjoint elements of O H are those A s.t. A " A˚and the positive elements of O H are those A s.t xψ, Aψy ľ 0 for every ψ P H. The spectrum of A P O H is denoted sppAq and is the set of complex numbers z s.t. A´z is not invertible.
If λ is an eigenvalue of A, we denote the projection onto the corresponding eigenspace by 1 λ pAq. We set |A| " ? A˚A and for p Ps0, 8r set
Furthermore, we define }A} 8 to be the largest eigenvalue of |A|. It follows that lim pÑ8 }A} p " }A} 8 .
We now consider an XY spin chain confined to a finite interval in Z.
To each x P Z we associate the Hilbert space H x " C 2 . The algebra of matrices acting on H x is denoted O x and is equal to M 2 pCq, that is, 2ˆ2 matrices with complex entries. A basis for O x given by the Pauli matrices
together with the identity matrix 1 x . The Pauli matrices satisfy the relations
3) with δ jk the Kronecker delta and ε jkl the Levi-Civita symbol. Let Λ " rN, M s be a finite interval in Z. The XY chain confined to Λ is the quantum system described by the Hilbert space and algebra of observables
For simplicty of notation, we identify the operator A x P O x at a single site with the operator pb yPΛztxu 1 y qb A x which is an element of O Λ , the algebra of observables of the confined XY chain. Similarly, if Λ 1 Ď Λ, we identify an element A P O Λ 1 with the element A b 1 ΛzΛ 1 P O Λ . The Hamiltonian of the XY chain confined to Λ is given by
Here, tJ x u xPZ and tλ x u xPZ are assumed to be bounded sequences of real numbers. J x is the nearest neighbour coupling at each site, and λ x is the strength of a magnetic field in the direction p3q at the site x.
Finite volume open XY chain
In the previous section we described an XY chain confined to an interval in Z. The open XY chain is an XY chain confined to an interval where the initial state of the system consists of three distinct pieces, each at thermal equilibrium at a different temperature. This will be made precise in this section. Let Λ " r´M, M s be a finite interval in Z, and consider an XY chain confined to Λ as defined in Section 2. Let N P Z`(here, Z`" N Y t0u), with N ă M . We denote Λ L " r´M,´N´1s, Λ C " r´N, N s and Λ R " rN`1, M s. Λ L{C{R is the left/center/right part of the chain. The Hamiltonian of the XY chain confined to Λ can be written as
where H L{C{R is the Hamiltonian of an XY chain confined to Λ L{C{R , as defined by (2.5), and
is the coupling energy of the left and right chains to the center. We define H 0 " H L`HC`HR and V " V L`VR . Furthermore, until the end of the section, Λ " r´M, M s is fixed and we will omit the subscript Λ when the context is clear (i.e., we write H " H Λ , H " H Λ , etc.) A density matrix ρ on the algebra of observables of a quantum system is a positive matrix with trpρq " 1. The state associated to the density matrix ρ is the linear functional on the algebra of observables given by ρpAq " trpρAq, for A an observable. Since every positive linear functional ν acting on the algebra of observables with νp1q " 1 is given by νpAq " trpνAq, with ν a density matrix, we will abuse the notation slightly and identity the state with the density matrix.
If A is an algebra of observables of a quantum system, then a˚-automorphism of A is a linear bijection ϑ : A Ñ A so that ϑpABq " ϑpAqϑpBq and ϑpA˚q " ϑpAq˚. It follows that sppϑpAqq " sppAq and that }ϑpAq} " }A}. The set of˚-automorphisms of A is denoted AutpAq.
A dynamics on the algebra of observables A of a quantum system is a continuous one-parameter subgroup of˚-automorphisms of A. That is, it is a map R Q t Ñ τ t P AutpAq so that τ t`s " τ t˝τ s and lim tÑ0 }τ t pAq´A} " 0 for every A in A. If B is a self-adjoint element of A, then τ t pAq :" e itB Ae´i tB is a dynamics on A.
The Hamiltonian of the XY chain induces the dynamics on the algebra of observables, defined for A P O as
In the Heisenberg picture observables evolve forward in time and in the Schrödinger picture states evolve backwards in time and so we define,
With this convention, ρ t pAq " ρpA t q. With this initial state, the left, center and right systems are initially at thermal equilbrium at inverse temperatures β L , β C and β R , respectively. In fact, in the absence of the coupling between the chains, the state ω is a steady state. That is, if the dynamics in (2.8) were induced by H 0 instead of H, then ω would be invariant under the dynamics as rH 0 , ωs " 0 (here, rA, Bs " AB´BA denotes the commutator of observables A and B). Note also that ω is a faithful state. That is, ker ω " t0u. We shall call the quantum dynamical system pO H , τ, ωq defined on the Hilbert space H the open XY chain confined to Λ. From now until the end of the paper we take,
This convention is for notational simplicity and does not affect our main results. We also note that the XY chain is time reversal invariant (TRI). That is, there exists an anti-linear involutive˚-automorphism Θ of O s.t. τ t˝Θ " Θ˝τ´t and Θpωq " Θ. Θ is called a time reversal and will be described in Section 2.4.
For future reference, we define the relative entropy of a state ρ with respect to a state ν to be
With the convention that 0ˆ8 " 0, the relative entropy is well-defined and as a consequence of Klein's inequality (see Theorem 2.1 in [JOPP] ), Spρ|νq ĺ trpν´ρq " 0 with equality iff ρ " ν.
Observables of the open XY chain

Entropy production and heat fluxes
In this section we define some of the basic observables of the open XY chain confined to an interval. Much of the discussion here coincides with the abstract framework put forth in [JOPP] in the case of general finite dimensional quantum systems, and our definitions are the same as those in [JLP] . As the Hamiltonian H L{R is associated with the energy in the left/right part of the chain, the heat fluxes out of the left and right parts of the chain at t " 0 are
It is easy to compute these fluxes using the relations (2.3):
(2.14)
A similar computation shows that
(2.15)
The entropy production observable (as defined by thermodynamics) is
Note that the heat fluxes and the entropy production observable change sign under the time reversal Θ:
This is a consequence of the time reversal invariance of ω. The mean entropy production rate over the time interval r0, ts is
If t ă 0, we define Σ t by the above equation as well. We summarize a few of the basic properties of these observables in the proposition below. These results as well as further details can be found in [JOPP] (see also [JLP] ). log ω t´l og ω " [JOPP] (see also [L] ), ΘpAq " U Θ AU´1 Θ for an anti-unitary U Θ . Therefore (iv) implies that for every eigenvector v with eigenvalue φ of Σ t , e itH U Θ v is an eigenvector of Σ t with eigenvalué φ, and the claim follows.
Proposition 2.1 has a few consequences. Firstly, part (i) allows one to interpret the entropy production observable as the quantum phase space contraction rate. Part (ii) together with the fact that the relative entropy of two states is always nonpositive implies that the average entropy production over the interval r0, ts is nonnegative. By this fact,
where ∆ L{R,t " ş t 0 ωpΦ L{R,s qds is the average heat flow out of the left/right part of the chain during the time interval r0, ts. This inequality is the finite time second law of thermodynamics; on average, heat flows from the hotter to the colder part of the chain.
Additionally, parts (ii) and (v) of Proposition 2.1 imply that
where p t φ " ωp1 φ pΣ t qq, the probability of measuring the mean entropy production rate to be φ over the time interval r0, ts.
Evans-Searles Symmetry
As stated in Section 1, the first numerical evidence for a fluctuation relation was obtained in [ECM] in the context of deterministic classical N particle systems. There, they studied the non-equilibrium steady state of a fluid under an external sheer and conjectured that
where P t pAq is the probability of measuring A for the average dissipation of power over the time interval r0, ts. Evans and Searles [ES] were the first to prove that such a relation holds, and we call this relation of this sort the Evan-Searles fluctuation relation.
The direct quantization of the relation (2.23) to our current setting is As analytic functions, they either vanish identically or have an isolated, countable set of zeros. Furthermore, ω´t and ω commute iff f jk ptq " 0 for every pj, kq P A :" tpj, kq :
If there is at least one pj, kq P A s.t. f jk ptq is not identically 0, then the set
is countable, and t must be an element of it if the fluctuation relation holds. If all of these functions vanish identically then we have that ω´t and ω must commute for every t. It follows from the formula
which holds for self-adjoint A and ε small enough that the spectral projections of ω and ω´t commute. From the Lemma preceding Theorem XII.8 in [RS4] the projection-valued functions
have constant kernel (note that it is projection-valued due to the fact that 1 λj pωq and 1 λ k pω´tq commute). We conclude that Q jk ptq " Q jk p0q " 0 if λ j ‰ λ k and that
from which we conclude ω " ω´t for every t. Differentiating this at t " 0 yields rH, ωs " 0. Therefore, if rH, ωs ‰ 0, then the functions f jk ptq cannot vanish identically for every pj, kq P A, and so t must be in the countable set described above if the fluctuation relation holds.
Remark 2.1. The proof of the above proposition also yields that ES t p1q ą 0 unless either rH, ωs " 0 or t is in the countable subset described above.
Proposition 2.2 tells us that the Evans-Searles functional ES t pαq will fail to have the Evans-Searles symmetry (2.26) except in trivial cases. In the sequel we will discuss a natural choice of entropic functionals which satisfy the Evans-Searles symmetry.
Entropic functionals derived from full counting statistics
In this section we introduce the concept of the full counting statistics associated to a repeated quantum measurement protocol of the entropy flow of our system. The full counting statistics will lead us to define an entropic functional that satisfies the Evans-Searles symmetry.
We define the entropy observable as
with Z " trpe´β L HL´βRHR q. Recall that we have set β C " 0. We have S t "´log ω´t, and Proposition 2.1 implies that tΣ t " S t´S . According to the postulates of quantum mechanics, a measurement of the entropy of our system at t " 0 will yield the eigenvalue s of the observable S with probability ωp1 s pSqq. After this measurement, the system is in the reduced state
At a later time t, the system has evolved and is in the state
A measurement of the entropy at time t will yield the eigenvalue s 1 of S with probability
The joint probability of these two measurements is
The mean rate of entropy change is φ " ps 1´s q{t, and we have derived its probability distribution, which is
The above discrete probability measure is called the full counting statistics for the entropy change over the time interval r0, ts operationally defined by the specified measurement protocol. The entropic functional associated to the full counting statistics is, for α P R,
It is easy to compute, (2.41)
With this identity we can verify that the Evans-Searles symmetry holds:
The second to last equality follows from an application of the time reversal. This identity implies that
Since this holds for any α P R, we conclude that
Compare this equality with (2.23). This equality says that the probability of measuring a decrease in entropy is exponentially suppressed compared to the probability of measuring an increase.
Entropic pressure functionals
The definition of FCS t pαq can be generalized. For p ą 0 and α P R we define the entropic pressure functionals e p,t pαq by
log tr`e p1´αq log ω`α log ωt˘i f p " 8.
(2.45)
In particular, e 2,t pαq " FCS t pαq. In the following proposition we summarize the basic properties of these entropic functionals.
Proposition 2.3. The entropic functionals satisfy (i) e p,t p0q " e p,t p1q " 0.
(ii) The functions R Q α Ñ e p,t pαq are real-analytic and convex.
(iii) e p,t pαq " e p,t p1´αq and e p,t pαq " e p,´t pαq.
(iv) The function s0, 8s P p Ñ e p,t pαq is continuous and strictly decreasing for α ‰ 0, 1, and lim pÑ8 e p,t pαq " e 8,t pαq.
(v) e 1 p,t p0q "´tωpΣ t q, e 1 p,t p1q " tωpΣ t q. In particular, these derivatives do not depend on p.
(vi) e 2,t pαq " e FCS,t pαq and e 2 2,t p0q " ES 2 t p0q "
(vii) e 8,t pαq " max ρ Spρ, ωq´αtρpΣ t q, where the max is taken over all states ρ ą 0.
Remark. We remark that (vii) characterizes e 8,t pαq as the direct quantization of the variational characterization of the Evans-Searles functional in classical non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
Proof. (i) These identities follow directly from the definition of e p,t pαq.
(ii) Real analyticity follows from the strict positivity of ω and the analytic functional calculus (i.e., the function f pxq " x α is real analytic on p0, 8q and so f pAq is analytic for any strictly positive matrix). Corollary 2.4 of [JOPP] implies convexity. (iii) The second equality is immediate from an application of the time reversal. Unitary invariance of trace norms and the identity }AB} p " }BA} p yield › › ›ω
The first equality then follows from an application of the time reversal.
(iv). Continuity is clear: for nonnegative matrices, p Ñ A 1{p is a continuous matrix valued function, and the trace is a continuous function from matrices to C. Therefore p Ñ e pt is continuous as it is a composition of continuous maps. The remainder of the claim follows from Corollary 2.3 of [JOPP] and the fact that we can write e p,t pαq " log
We will prove (v) once we have introduced the Jordan-Wigner transformation (see the remarks following the proof of Lemma 2.10) illustrating the power of the Fermi gas representation. For (vi), direct computation yields
We refer the reader to [JOPP] for the proof of (vii). This property, like the others in this proposition are algebraic in nature and hold for general finite dimensional quantum systems. We close this section with the remark that the variational characterization of e 8,t pαq given in (vii) is the quantization of the variational characterization of the finite time Evans-Searles functional in classical non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
The Jordan-Wigner transformation
The basic tool in the study of the XY chain is the Jordan-Wigner transformation which dates back to [JW] . The Jordan-Wigner transformation maps the XY chain to a free Fermi gas, and associates to the Hamiltonian of the XY chain a Jacobi matrix. We assume the reader is familiar with the concept of second quantization, and recall here some definitions for notational purposes. For a pedagogical introduction we refer the reader to Chapter 6 of [JOPP] .
Let K be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. For n ľ 1, the n-fold antisymmetric tensor product is denoted Γ n pKq and is the subspace of the n-fold tensor product of K with itself, denoted K bn spanned by vectors of the form ψ 1^. ..^ψ n , ψ i P K where 49) and S n is the symmetric group on n letters. By convention, Γ 0 pKq " C. Note that Γ n pKq " t0u for n ą dim K. For A P O K and n ľ 1, Γ n pAq and dΓ n pAq are the elements of O ΓnpKq defined by
(2.50)
For n " 0 we set Γ 0 pAq to be the identity map on Γ 0 pKq and set dΓ 0 pAq " 0. The Fermionic Fock space over K is defined by
We define for A P O K the elements ΓpAq and dΓpAq of O ΓpKq
We have for A, B P O K and λ P C,
Additionally, one has rdΓpAq, dΓpBqs " dΓ prA, Bsq , (2.54) and for A invertible ΓpAq 1 " ΓpA´1q and ΓpAqdΓpBqΓpA´1q " dΓpABA´1q.
(2.55)
Let Ω " 1 P Γ 0 pKq. The annihilation and creation operators for ψ P K are elements of O ΓpKq and are denoted by apψq and a˚pψq, respectively, and are defined by
and
The maps ψ Ñ a˚pψq and ψ Ñ apψq are respectively linear and antilinear, and apψq˚" a˚pψq. They obey the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR)
for any ψ and φ in K. Here tA, Bu " AB`BA denotes the anticommutator of two observables. We will use the notation a # to refer to both a and a˚simultaneously. Given finite dimensional Hilbert spaces K and R, a representation of the CAR over K on R is a pair of maps from K to O R denoted by
where the first is antilinear and the second is linear, bpψq˚" b˚pψq and (2.58) is satisfied with a # replaced by b # . The representation is called irreducible if the commutant of the set tb # pψq, ψ P Ku is trivial, that is, if
For finite dimensional K and R we have the following characterization of irreducible representations of the CAR over K on R (see Exercise 6.2 of [JOPP] and also [L] ).
Proposition 2.4. Let K be a finite dimensional Hilbert space and ψ Ñ b # pψq be an irreducible representation of the CAR over K on the finite dimensional Hilbert space H. Then, there exists a unitary operator
Consider an XY chain confined to a finite interval Λ Ď Z, as defined in Section 2. The Jordan-Wigner representation is an irreducible representation of the CAR over h Λ " ℓ 2 pΛq on H Λ . The resulting unitary operator U JW : H Λ Ñ Γph Λ q guaranteed by Proposition 2.4 is called the Jordan-Wigner transformation.
In what follows we construct the Jordan-Wigner representation (see also [JOPP] , although the model there is slightly less general).
Consider the spin raising and lowering operators
If Λ " txu where just a single lattice site, then the maps ℓ 2 ptxuq Q α Ñ ασ
P O H txu would indeed define a representation of the CAR over ℓ 2 ptxuq. However if Λ contains at least two distinct sites x ‰ y, then this does not directly generalize, as the raising and lowering operators at different sites will commute, and not anti-commute. For example, if Λ " r0, 1s, then the maps
Let Λ " rA, Bs. A computation using the fact that pσ
(2.63)
Define for x P ΛztAu,
Proof. That b # obey (2.58) follows immediately from (2.62) and (2.63). Clearly they are linear (resp., antilinear) and bpαq˚" b˚pαq. To see that the representation is irreducible, we require the following lemma, which is Proposition 6.4 in [JOPP] . Lemma 2.6. A representation ψ Ñ b # pψq of the CAR over the finite dimensional Hilbert space K on R is irreducible iff the smallest˚-subalgebra of O R containing the set tb # pψq|ψ P Ku is O R .
Now, define
We claim that the following holds:
Since the Pauli matrices form a basis for C 2 and all polynomials in the operators b # are in the smallest -subalgebra containing tb # pψq|ψ P ℓ 2 pΛqu, the relations (2.66) show that this˚-subalgebra is indeed all of O Λ .
Finally, to prove (2.66) note that 2bẙ b y´1 " 2σ
y . The other two relations follow from this and the equations pσ As previously noted, this proves:
Proposition 2.7. There exists a unitary operator U JW : H Λ Ñ Γph Λ q, called the Jordan-Wigner transformation satisfying
where
yPrA,xr p2axa x´1 q else.
(2.68)
Consider now the open XY chain confined to the interval Λ " r´M, M s as defined in Section 2.2, with left part Λ l :" r´M,´N´1s, central part Λ c :" r´N, N s and right part Λ r :" rN`1, M s. The Jacobi matrix h associated to our XY chain is a bounded operator on ℓ 2 pZq given by phuqpnq " J n upn`1q`J n´1 upn´1q`v n upnq, (2.69) for u P ℓ 2 pZq. For any subset A of the integers we denote for k P A the element δ k P ℓ 2 pAq which is 1 at k and 0 elsewhere.
Recall that h Λ " ℓ 2 pΛq and we define h l{c{r " ℓ 2 pΛ l{c{r q. They are the single particle Hilbert spaces for the free Fermi gas on ℓ 2 pΛ{Λ l{c{r q. Let h Λ and h l{c{r be the restrictions of the Jacobi matrix h to h Λ and h l{c{r , respectively. The h Λ and h l{c{r are the single particle Hamiltonians. For simplicity of notation, we identify the operator h l acting on h l with the operator h l ' 0 ' 0 acting on h " h l ' h c ' h r , and we make similar identifications for h c and h r . Note that
where h 0 " h l`hc`hr and v " v r`vl with
Up to an irrelevant additive constant, we have the following identities which are an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.7:
For the fluxes we have
In the fermionic representation, it is easy to see that the XY chain is time reversal invariant. If j is the standard complex conjugation on ℓ 2 pΛq, then conjugation with the anti-unitary operator
is a time reversal for the confined XY chain under which the initial state is invariant. For the remainder of the paper we will work only in the Fermionic representation of the XY chain. We will slightly abuse notation and write H Λ " dΓph Λ q, H l{c{r " dΓph l{c{r q. Note that the proofs of Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 carry over in this representation without change.
Basic Formulas
In this section Λ " r´M, M s is fixed and we will drop the respective subscript and write h for h Λ , H for H Λ , h for h Λ , etc. We would like to derive some basic formulas for the entropic functionals. First, let us record a few basic identities that will prove useful in this section and the sequel; for the proofs, we refer the reader to [JOPP] . We have, trpΓpAqq " detp1`Aq, (2.77) which holds for any linear A : h Ñ h. Some of the basic algebraic properties of the annihilation and creation operators are summarized in (see Proposition 6.2 of [JOPP] ), Proposition 2.8. The following holds:
Define k "´β l h l´βr h r and k t " e ith ke´i th . The initial state of the XY chain is mapped to the density matrix, which we also denote by ω,
The state ω is quasi-free with density T " p1`e´kq´1. That is,
We have the following (see Proposition 6.6 in [JOPP] ):
Proposition 2.9. Since ω is quasi-free,
By the definition of the entropic functionals and the identity (2.77) we have for p ă 8,
We also have We will need the following result of [HP] , of which we provide a proof:
Lemma 2.11. Let f pzq be an analytic function in a disc of radius r centered at some λ P R. Let F pαq be a Hermitian matrix valued function in α P p´δ, δq for some δ ą 0. If F pαq is differentiable at α " 0 and the eigenvalues of F p0q are contained in pλ´r, λ`rq, then
Proof. By continuity of F pαq at α " 0 and min-max principles, the eigenvalues of F pαq are all contained in pλ´r, λ`rq for |α| ă δ 0 where δ 0 ą 0 is a constant possibly smaller then δ. By the analyticity of f pzq, the function α Ñ f pF pαqq is defined by a norm convergent power series f pF pαqq " ř 8 n"0 c n pF pαq´λq n for |α| ă δ 0 . By this fact and the continuity of the trace,ˇˇˇt r f pF pαqq´tr f pF p0qq
|c n |ˇˇˇˇtr P n pαqˆF pαq´F p0q α´F 1 p0q˙ˇˇˇˇ`8 ÿ n"0 |c n |ˇˇtr F 1 p0q pP n pαq´P n p0qqˇˇ, (2.94) with P n pαq " pF pαq´λq n´1`p F pαq´λq n´2 pF p0q´λq`...`pF p0q´λq n´1 for n ľ 1 and P 0 pαq " 1 (here we have used cyclicity of the trace to obtain the equality in the above computation). Continuity of F gives us the estimate that, by taking δ 0 smaller if necessary, there is an α 0 P p´δ 0 , δ 0 q so that }P n pαq} ĺ n }F pα 0 q´λ} n´1 holds for every |α| ă δ 0 {2. By differentiation, we conclude that for any ε ą 0 for we have }P n pαq´P n p0q} ĺ εnpn´1q }F pα 0 q´λ} n´2 for every |α| ă δ 0 {2 (again taking δ 0 smaller if necessary).
Since ř n npn´1q|c n | }F n pα 0 q´λ} n´2 converges, these estimates together with the differentiability of F at α " 0 show that the last line of (2.94) goes to 0 as α Ñ 0.
This lemma implies, We may now proceed with the computation of the basic formulas for the entropic functionals. Proof of Lemma 2.10. We will complete the computation for 0 ă p ă 8. Recall that for matrices log det A " tr log A. Inserting (2.98) and (2.99) into (2.97) and some simple algebra yields the claimed formula. The computation for p " 8 follows the same strategy. Taking F pαq " p1´αqk`αk´t in (2.96) yields, e 8,t pαq "
which is the formula in question. The computation for ES t pαq is similar and can be found in [JLP] . Evaluating the derivatives computed in the proof of Lemma 2.10 at α " 0 and using part (iii) of Proposition 2.9 to evaluate Spω t |ωq in terms of k and k´t yields (v) of Proposition 2.3.
The extended XY chain: thermodynamic limit
Recall that our open XY chain restricted to Λ " r´M, M s consists of a left part Λ l " r´M,´N´1s, a center part Λ c " r´N, N s and a right part Λ r " rN`1, M s. We now consider the limit r´M, M s Ñ Z in which we keep the central system Λ c " r´N, N s fixed and take M Ñ 8. Recall that we are working exclusively in the Fermionic representation of the XY chain. To denote the dependence of the various objects under consideration on the size of Λ we use the subscript M and write, for example, O M , h M , h M , etc., whereas before we wrote O Λ , h Λ , h Λ , etc.
The algebra of observables of the extended XY chain is denoted by O and is the norm closure of the local observables 
For the dynamics of the XY chain we have, Proposition 3.1. For any A P O loc the limit
exists in norm and the convergence is uniform for t's in bounded sets. Furthermore, τ t uniquely extends to a strongly continuous group of˚-automorphisms of O. This group is called the dynamics of the extended XY chain.
In the above proposition, strong continuity means that the function t Ñ τ t pAq is norm continuous for every A P O.
For the inital state of the XY chain, we have, Proposition 3.2. Let ω M be the initial state in (2.81). Then for A P O loc the limit
exists and ω uniquely extends to a state on O. This state is called the initial state of the extended XY chain.
The extended XY chain is described by the C˚dynamical system pO, τ t , ωq. This system is time reversal invariant, as the time reversal defined in Section 2.4 which is initially defined for every A P O loc extends to all of O by the bounded linear transformation (BLT) theorem [RS1] . We denote this time reversal by Θ. Proof of Proposition 3.1. We first prove that the norm convergence of the limit is uniform for bounded t. If A P O loc then A is a finite sum of polynomials in the annihilation and creation operators ta # pψq|ψ P h M 1 u for some M 1 . It therefore suffices to prove the uniform convergence when A " a˚pφ n q...a˚pφ 1 qapψ 1 q...apψ m q. For M ą M 1 , we have by Proposition 2.8(iii),
}ψ} for any ψ, it suffices to prove that, for any ψ P h M 1 , the norms of the sequence e ithM ψ are uniformly Cauchy for bounded t. However this follows directly from the fact that h M Ñ h strongly in ℓ 2 pZq (recall h is the full Jacobi matrix defined in (2.69)) and the estimate,
Since the }h M }'s are uniformly bounded, the second sum can be made smaller than any ε ą 0 for n large enough, uniformly for bounded t, and then since h k M Ñ h k strongly for every k, the first sum is also under control.
Since with T M " p1`e´β l h l,M´βr hr,M q´1. The existence of the limit (3.4) is then immediate from the strong convergence of h l{r,M to h l{r . The estimate |ω M pAq| ĺ }A} which holds for every M implies that ω extends uniquely to all of O.
The observables Φ l{r and σ are in O loc . Let (3.9)
We prove the following two basic propositions about the observables and entropic functionals in the thermodynamic limit.
Proposition 3.3. We have,
in norm and the convergence is uniform for t's in bounded sets.
( where the RHS goes to 0 as N, M Ñ 8,
This limit is the LHS of (3.11). The desired uniform convergence follows easily by expanding the exponential on the RHS of (3.15) and the uniform convergence of the Σ t M (recall the argument using the estimate (3.6) in the proof of Proposition 3.1). (ii) e p,t p0q " e p,t p1q " 0.
(iii) The functions α Ñ e p,t pαq are real-analytic and convex in α and jointly continuous in pp, t, αq. The function α Ñ ES t pαq is real-analytic in α.
(iv) e p,t pαq " e p,´t pαq.
(v) e p,t pαq " e p,t p1´αq.
(vi) The function s0, 8s Q p Ñ e p,t pαq is continuous and decreasing. All the moments of P t,M converge to corresponding moments of P t . The measure P t is the full counting statistics of the extended XY chain.
Proof. Recall the formulas (2.91) and (2.92) and that h M Ñ h strongly. The K #,t,M pγ, uq also have strong limits which we denote K #,t pγ, uq, where # stands for either p Ps0, 8s or ES. Note that their strong limits are given by (2.88), (2.89) and (2.90), but with the finite dimensional objects replaced with their infinite dimensional counterparts (i.e., the k M and h M replaced by k and h which are operators on ℓ 2 pZq). Note that k t is given by e ith ke´i th , and not the dynamics of Proposition 3.1 (the τ t act on O which is a different object than the bounded operators on ℓ 2 pZq of which h is an element). Since the commutators rk M , h M s " rk, hs do not depend on M and are finite rank, the traces in (2.91) and (2.92) are the sum of only finitely many terms. Explicitly, one has (recall that we previously defined e ES,t,M pαq " ES t,M pαq),
where A " r´N´2,´N`1s Y rN´1, N`2s Ď Z. In particular, the size of A is finite and does not depend on M . It is easy to see that there is a constant C depending only on α and # s.t. 20) for all pγ, uq P r0, αsˆr0, 1s (here, if α ă 0, r0, αs :" rα, 0s). It follows by dominated convergence that,
which proves (i). The K p,t pγ, uq are jointly norm continuous in pp, t, u, γq and so the functions xδ k , K #,t pγ, uqδ k y are jointly continuous in pp, t, u, γq. Since the sum in the second last line of (3.21) is finite, the functions e p,t pαq are jointly continuous in pp, t, αq. Let us be careful in the proof of the analyticity of the entropic functionals. We claim that the analyticity of the functions α Ñ xδ k , K #,t pγ, uqirk, hsδ k y (3.22) follows directly from Lemma A.1. From this, the analyticity of the e #,t pαq is immediate. If # " 8, then
with f pzq " p1`zq´1 and F 1 pα, s, tq " e p1´αqkts´αk´t p1´sq . It is clear that F 1 pα, s, tq ľ e´p 1`2|α|q}k} . The series expansion for F 1 pα, s, tq converges for every α, s and t, and the coefficients of the power series expanded about some α 0 are dominated by the coefficients appearing infront of the |α´α 0 | in the series expansion of e p1`2|α´α0|`2|α0|q}k} , and so Lemma A.1 applies. If # " p, with p Ps0, 8r, then K p,t pα, sq " F 2 pα, s, tqf pF 1 pα, s, tqqF 3 pα, s, tq`F 3 pα, s, tqf pF 1 pα, s, tqqF 2 pα, s, tq, The dominating series are given by the constant e K for F 2 and F 3 , and e p1`2|α´α0|`2|α0|q}k} for F 1 . This completes the proof of analyticity.
The remaining parts of (ii)-(vi) follow from the corresponding properties of the e #,t,M pαq collected in Proposition 2.3.
For (vii) and (viii) we need the following (see Appendix B in [JOPP] ), Theorem 3.5 (Vitali's convergence theorem for analytic functions). Let Dp0, εq Ď C be the disc of radius ε centered at 0, and let F n : Dp0, εq Ñ C be a sequence of analytic functions such that sup zPDp0,εq n |F n pzq| ă 8.
(3.28)
Suppose that the limit lim nÑ8 F n pzq " F pzq, (3.29)
exists for every z P Dp0, εq X R. Then the limit (3.29) exists for all z P Dp0, εq and is an analytic function on Dp0, εq. Moreover, as n Ñ 8, the derivatives of F n converge uniformly on compact subsets of Dp0, εq to the corresponding dervatives of F .
The arguments that gave the analyticity of the e #,t pαq also apply to the finite volume e #,t,M pαq, by replacing the infinite volume versions of the K #,t pγ, uq with the finite volume K #,t,M pγ, uq (the argument needs only to be modified by replacing }k} with sup M }k M } ă 8 in the bounds appearing there, and also by fixing t and allowing the F j pα, s,¨q's to be indexed by M in their third argument instead of t). It follows from Lemma A.1 that for each # there is an r 0 ą 0, which does not depend on M s.t. the functions e #,t,M pαq all have analytic extensions to the disc Dp0, r 0 q, and so by the Vitali convergence theorem, Proposition 2.3 and (i), we conclude (vii) and also the equality
Similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 allow us to conclude that the integrand converges uniformly to ωppσ s´ω pσ s qqpσ u´ω pσ ufor ps, uq P r0, tsˆr0, ts which proves (viii). To prove (ix), consider the sequence of functions Here we have again used the uniform boundedness of the }h M }'s. By the Vitali convergence theorem, the sequence of characteristic functions of the measures P t,M converges pointwise to an entire analytic function, and the convergence is uniform on bounded sets. The existence of and the convergence to the weak limit P t follows from the lemma following this proof, and the convergence of the moments follows from Vitali's theorem. This proves (ix).
The following lemma is Corollary 1 to Theorem 26.3 in [Bi] Lemma 3.6. Suppose that µ n are probability measures with characteristic functions φ n and that lim nÑ8 φ n ptq " gptq for each t where the limit function g is continuous at 0. Then g is the characteristic function of a measure µ which is the weak limit of the µ n .
4 The large time limit
Operator theory preliminaries
We first collect a few facts about spectral and scattering theory which we will use without proof. The reader is referred to [Ja] (especially Section 4.9) for proofs and a more complete exposition. Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space K. The spectrum of A is denoted sppAq and its absolutely continuous part sp ac pAq. The projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace of A is denoted 1 ac pAq. For any ψ 1 , ψ 2 P K, the boundary values xψ 1 , pA´E˘i0q´1ψ 2 y :" lim εÓ0 xψ 1 , pA´E˘iεq´1ψ 2 y, (4.1) exist and are finite for Lebesgue a.e. E P R. Whenever we write xψ 1 , pA´E˘i0q´1ψ 2 y we assume that the limit exists and is finite. If ν ψ is the spectral measure of A for ψ, then the Radon-Nikodyn derivative of its absolutely continuous part is dν ψ,ac pEq " 1 π xψ, pA´E´i0q´1ψydE. (4.2) Let δ l :" δ´N´1 and δ r :" δ N`1 . We denote by ν l{r the spectral measure of h l{r for δ l{r . By (4.2),
We will also denote, for z P CzR, the resolvent G l{r pzq " xδ l{r , ph l{r´z q´1δ l{r y.
By the spectral theorem, we may identify h ac ph 0 q with L 2 pR, dν l,ac q ' L 2 pR, dν r,ac q and h 0 ae hacph0q with the operator of multiplication by the variable E P R. The set Σ l{r,ac " tE P R|F l{r pEq ą 0u is an essential support of the absolutely continuous spectrum of h l{r . Furthermore, let J´N´1 " J l and J N " J r . We set E " Σ l,ac X Σ r,ac .
(4.5)
Let us recall basic facts from trace-class scattering theory, the proofs of which can be found in [RS3] , Section XI.3 (see especially Theorem XI.8). The basic existence result is, In our case, h´h 0 is finite rank and therefore trace-class, and we denote the wave operators w˘:" w˘ph, h 0 q and the scattering matrix s :" sph, h 0 q.
Formulas for wave operators and the scattering matrix
We now derive a formula for the scattering matrix. First we compute w˚. We follow the methodology of [JKP] . Define χ l " δ´N and χ r " δ N .
Proposition 4.2. Let g " g l ' g c ' g r P h be given. Then,
with,
Proof. Let any f " f l ' f r P h ac ph 0 q " h ac ph l q ' h ac ph r q be given. We will compute xf, w˚gy. Since f P h ac ph 0 q it follows that xf, e´i sh0 χ l{r y " 0.
We further compute, The interchange of the order of integration is clearly justified. Let H l{r pE`iεq " xχ l{r , ph´E´iεq´1gy.
Since lim εÓ0 H l{r pE`iεq ": H l{r pEq exists and is finite for Lebesgue a.e. E, we have by Egoroff's theorem that for any n there are measureable sets L n and R n with |RzL n | ă 1{n, |RzR n | ă 1{n and H l{r pE`iεq Ñ H l{r pEq uniformly on L n {R n . Clearly, the set ď
is dense in h ac ph 0 q. Suppose that f belongs to this set. Then H l{r pE`iεq Ñ H l{r pEq uniformly on the support of f l{r and therefore, the inequality (4.20) which holds for a constant depending only on f and all small ε implies, by dominated convergence,
H l{r pEq is bounded on the support of f l{r , which implies that H l{r pEqf l{r pEq P L 1 pR, dν l{r,ac q. Therefore, the formula xf, w˚gy " (4.22) holds for the dense set of f given in (4.19). The claim follows. The following will be useful in the next subsection.
Corollary 4.4. For a P tl, ru, w˚h 0 δ a pEq " pEδ l,a`Jl J a xχ l , ph´E`i0q´1χ a y`EJ l J a xχ l , ph´E`i0q´1χ a yxδ a , ph 0´E`i 0q´1δ a yq ' pEδ r,a`Jr J a xχ r , ph´E`i0q´1χ a y`EJ r J a xχ r , ph´E`i0q´1χ a yxδ a ph 0´E`i 0q´1δ a yq (4.23) and w˚χ a pEq " p´J l xχ l , ph´E`i0q´1χ a yq ' p´J r xχ r , ph´E`i0q´1χ a yq. 25) which holds for a, b P tl, ru.
We can now compute the scattering matrix.
Theorem 4.5. Let g " g l ' g r P h ac ph 0 q be given. Then,
2 l F l pEqxχ l , ph´E´i0q´1χ l yg l pEq`2iJ l J r F r pEqxχ l , ph´E´i0q´1χ r yg r pEq g psq r pEq " g r pEq`2iJ r J l F l pEqxχ r , ph´E´i0q´1χ l yg l pEq`2iJ 2 r F r pEqxχ r , ph´E´i0q´1χ r yg r pEq.
( 4.27) There is a subtlety associated with the formulas in (4.27). For example, in the formula for g psq l pEq, the function on the right g r pEq is defined only for µ r,ac -a.e. E, and may not be defined for a set of nonzero µ l,ac measure. What we mean by the formula (4.27) is that g r " 0 outside of Σ r,ac . Similar statements hold for the formula for g psq r . Let x¨,¨y 2 denote the standard inner product on C 2 . For any f P h ac ph 0 q let f pEq denote the vector pf l pEq, f r pEqq P C 2 . Then for f, g P h ac ph 0 q we have,
where V pEq is the 2ˆ2 diagonal matrix Multiplication by the matrix V pEq is a unitary operator V :
pR, ρ r pEqdEq with ρ l{r pEq the characteristic function of Σ l{r,ac .
Theorem 4.5 implies that the scattering matrix acts by multiplication by a 2ˆ2 matrix on h ac ph 0 q. However, it is more convenient to consider the operator V sV´1 which is a unitary operator on V h ac ph 0 q " This is a slight abuse of notation, and perhaps what we call s ab pEq should really be rV sV´1s ab pEq, but formulas appearing later are more simple and natural with this notation. With this convention, the matrix spEq is unitary for each E w.r.t. the standard inner product on C 2 . Since xχ l , ph´E´i0q´1χ r y " xχ r , ph´E´i0q´1χ l y, (4.32) the scattering matrix is symmetric for Lebesgue a.e. E P E; that is, s lr pEq " s rl pEq. From the resolvent identity A´1´B´1 " A´1pB´AqB´1 we derive xχ l , ph´E´i0q´1χ r y " J 2 l xχ l , ph´E´i0q´1χ l yxδ l , ph 0´E´i 0q´1δ l yxχ l , ph 0´E´i 0q´1χ r y 1´J 2 r xδ r , ph 0´E´i 0q´1δ r yxχ r , ph 0´E´i 0q´1χ r y .
(4.33)
The denominator is non-zero for Lebesgue a.e. E P E, as the functions xχ a , ph 0´E´i 0q´1χ b y are purely real for Lebesgue a.e. E P R. These functions are analytic outside of the spectrum of h 0 ae hc (which is necessarily a finite set of points) and are nonvanishing. It follows from Theorems 3.17 and 5.12 of [Ja] that xχ l , ph´E´i0q´1χ l y is non-zero for Lebesgue a.e. E P R, and so we conclude that the scattering matrix is not diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E. Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let f " f l ' f r , g " g l ' g r P h ac ph 0 q be given. The beginning of our proof is similar to the manipulations appearing in the proof of Theorem XI.42 in [RS3] .
xf, ps´1qgy " xf, pw˚w´´w˚w´qgy " xpw`´w´qf, w´gy " lim tÑ8 xpe ith e´i th0´e´ith e ith0 qf, w´gy
The last equality is Lemma 4.3. Let us compute the integrand. We have,
By the intertwining property of the wave operators, xe ish χ l{r , w´gy " xw˚e ish χ l{r , gy " xw˚χ l{r , e´i sh0 gy. Therefore, the formula in Proposition 4.2 gives xf, ps´1qgy " lim εÓ0 i pH ll pεq`H rl pεq`H lr pεq`H rr pεqq (4.36)
Let G ab pE 1 q " xχ a , ph´E 1´i 0qχ b y. Our next manipulations are similar to the proof of Plancherel's theorem in [LL] (Thm 5.3). Fubini's theorem allows us to interchange the order of integration and compute,
strongly in L 1 pR, dEq as ε Ó 0 (see, e.g., Thm 2.16 and Thm. 5.3 in [LL] ). Let L n {R n be the set tE| dν l{r,ac dE pEq ą nu. As n Ñ 8 both |L n | Ñ 0 and |R n | Ñ 0. The set ď
is dense in h ac ph 0 q. Fix such an f . Then the functions f l{r pEq dν l{r,ac dE pEq (4.41) are bounded and so by Hölder's inequality,
We have therefore shown that the formula xf, ps´1qgy " xf, g (4.43) holds for the dense set of f in (4.40). The claim follows. We record here the following corollary of the unitarity of the scattering matrix; while we will not use it later, it is worth noting for possible future reference. In particular, for ν l{r,ac -a.e. E,
Proof. Unitarity of the scattering matrix implies that |s ll pEq| 2`| s lr pEq| 2 " 1. With the formulas established in (4.31), this implies
(4.46)
On the other hand the identity
which, when combined with (4.46), yields the claim. The proof of the other equality is identical.
The scattering matrix for two directly coupled chains
The formula for the scattering matrix given in [JLP] is slightly different from that derived here. We explain here where the difference arises. In [JLP] the XY chain consists only of a left part and right part and does not have a central part.
To be more precise, the h 0 we are considering is replaced by r h 0 " r h r`r h l where r h l " h ae ℓ 2 ps´8,0sq and r h r " h ae ℓ 2 pr1,8rq , and the formula given in [JLP] is for sph, r h 0 q.
The formula obtained is that sph, r h 0 q acts as multiplication by the 2ˆ2 matrix r spEq "ˆr s ll pEq r s lr pEq r s lr pEq r s rr pEq˙( 4.49) where,
with r F l{r pEq " Imxδ 0{1 , p r h l{r´E´i 0q´1δ 0{1 y. First note that the χ l{r have been replaced by δ 1{0 -this is expected as these vectors play the same role in linking the left/right chain to the rest of the system through the interaction potential (i.e., these vectors appear in 'equivalent' places in v " h´h 0 and r v " h´r h 0 ). There is also the presence of an extra term in the off-diagonal elements. This difference arises from the fact that when there is a central part of the chain, the χ r{l are not in the cyclic subspace for h l{r and δ l{r whereas when there is no central part, the corresponding vectors δ 1,0 are precisely the cyclic vectors for the other part of the chain.
The exact same methodology outlined in the proofs of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.5 will yield the above formulas. Let us describe where the difference arises in the derivation.
Suppose that one repeats the proof of Theorem 4.5 for h and r h 0 . When one gets to (4.35) and substitutes for the terms xw˚ph, r h 0 qδ 0{1 , e´i s r h0 gy (these are the terms that take the place of the xw˚χ l{r , e´i sh0 gy which appear in the original derivation) one will first see a difference between the two formulas. The proof of Proposition 4.2 applied to h and r h 0 yields w˚ph, r h 0 qδ 0{1 " rδ 0,0{1´J0 xδ 0 , ph´E`i0q´1δ 0{1 ys ' rδ 1,0{1´J0 xδ 1 , ph´E`i0q´1δ 0{1 ys (4.51) where δ a,b is 1 if a " b and 0 otherwise. Compare this to w˚χ l{r " r´J l xχ l , ph´E`i0q´1χ l{r ys ' r´J r xχ r , ph´E`i0q´1ys.
The extra δ 0,0{1 and δ 1,0{1 appearing in (4.51) lead to the slightly different formulas. We also note that the main results of this paper (i.e., Theorems 4.7 and 4.10) remain valid in this case, and the proofs carry over with little change.
Reflectionless Jacobi matrices
We will call a Jacobi matrix h reflectionless if the scattering matrix spEq is off-diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E. A priori, this definition depends on the choice of N in the formula for spEq, but we will see in this section that spEq is off-diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E for some N ô spEq is off-diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E for all N .
The word reflectionless comes from the fact that the reflection coefficients |s ll pEq| 2 and |s rr pEq| 2 vanish if spEq is off-diagonal. The reflection coefficients have the interpretation of describing the probability that a wave packet coming in from the left/right in the distant past is reflected and exits via the left/right in the distant future. There is a huge literature devoted to reflectionless Jacobi matrices and we mention here only [BRS] , [R] and [T] and the references therein (the paper [BRS] contains a substantial list).
There are several equivalent definitions of reflectionless appearing in the literature, and in the remainder of this section we will discuss their relation to ours. Parts of our discussion will follow [BRS] . First we will require some notation. We denote the elements of the Green's function for z P CzR, g nm pzq " xδ n , ph´zqδ m y.
(4.53)
The limits,
exist for Lebesgue a.e. E P R. We denote by hǹ the operator h ae ℓ 2 prn`1,8rq and by hń the operator h ae ℓ 2 ps8,n´1sq . The Weyl m-functions are mn pzq " xδ n˘1 , phn´zq´1δ n˘1 y (4.55)
for z P CzR, and the functions mn pE`i0q and mn pE´i0q are defined as in (4.54) . In what follows we will sometimes adopt the shorthand g nm pEq " g nm pE`i0q, s g nm pEq " g nm pE´i0q to denote the limits whenever they exist, and the same for the mn . We have the formula [T] (see also [BRS] , although their notation for the m functons are different than ours),
If A Ă R is Borel, then h is called measure theoretically reflectionless (see [BRS] ) on A if for Lebesgue a.e. E P A and every n,
Re rg nn pE`i0qs " 0. (4.57)
Similarly, for A Borel, a Jacobi matrix h is called spectrally reflectionless on A if for Lebesgue a.e. E P A and every n,
Direct computation using (4.56) shows that if (4.58) holds for n and E, then (4.57) holds for n and E, and so, h is spectrally reflectionless on A ùñ h is measure theoretically reflectionless on A.
(4.59)
It is well known that (see, e.g., [GKT, SY, T] and Theorem 7.4.1 of [Si] for what is probably the most readable proof) that p4.57q for E and three consecutive n ùñ p4.58q for E and one n. It is also true that [BRS] p4.58q for E and one n ùñ p4.58q for E and all n, (4.61) and so h is spectrally reflectionless on A iff it is measure theoretically reflectionless on A.
Returning to our scattering matrix, using (4.56) we find that
It follows that for Lebesgue a.e. E P Σ r,ac , (4.63) and for Lebegue a.e. E P Σ l,ac .
It therefore follows by the above discussion that, h is reflectionless ô h is measure theoretically reflectionless on E ô h is spectrally reflectionless on E.
(4.65) Moreover, since, by the Kato-Rosenblum theorem, Σ l{r,ac does not depend on the choice of N it follows that whether or not h is reflectionless does not depend on the choice of N . Additionally, analoguous computations to those in (4.62) hold in the case of two directly coupled chains, and so the discussion extends to this case (in particular, our definition of reflectionless does not even depend on whether or not there is a central system).
Non-equilibrium steady state
From here on we assume that h has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. Concerning the existence of a non-equilibrium steady state, we have [AP] , and the steady state entropy production is xσy`"´β l xΦ l y`´β r xΦ r y`" ∆βxΦ l y`, (4.68)
where ∆β " β r´βl .
Proof. First suppose A P O loc . The existence of the limit (4.66) is the assertion that the limit
exists. By linearity, we may assume that A " a˚pφ n q...a˚pφ 1 qapψ 1 q...apψ n q. It follows from Proposition 2.9 that Direct computation using the formulas in Corollary 4.4 yields,
(4.75)
The formula in question then follows from the identity 1 " |s ll pEq| 2`| s lr pEq| 2 which is a consequence of the unitarity of the scattering matrix. The computation of xΦ r y`is similar.
If the Lebesgue measure of E, denoted |E|, is 0 then obviously there is no energy transfer between the left and right parts of the chain. If |E| ą 0, then since the scattering matrix is not diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E, it follows from (4.67) that xσy`ą 0 iff β l ‰ β r . That is, the steady state entropy production is strictly positive if initially the left and right parts of the chain are at different temperature.
In order for results similar to those of (4.7) to hold (i.e., existence of NESS, strict positivity of entropy production), it was necessary to take the thermodynamic limit before taking the large time limit (see Section 5.1 in [JOPP] , and [L] for the solution to Exercise 5.1 appearing there; we repeat some of the discussion in [JOPP] here). More precisely, if pO 1 , τ 1 t , ω 1 q is a finite dimensional quantum system, then the limit lim tÑ8 ω 1´τ 1 t pAq¯(4.76)
does not exist except in trivial cases. However, the Cesàro limit
exists for every observable A P O, and ω`is a steady state of the system. It is easy to see that
for every observable A P O, where H 1 is the Hamiltonian of the system. From the above we conclude that it was necessary to take the thermodynamic limit of the XY chain before the large time limit. We also comment that the above discussion applies to infinite dimensional systems that are 'confined' -that is, H 1 has pure point spectrum. From this discussion it is reasonable to expect that we can extend Theorem 4.7 in the case that h has, in addition to its absolutey continuous spectrum, some pure point spectrum. Of course, the limit in (4.66) must be replaced with the Cesàro limit (4.77) and then the formula (4.67) holds [AJPP] . The extension of our proof to this case is easy and requires only the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.
We now complete a computation which will be useful later. Let
(4.79)
Proposition 4.8. Recall the definition of V in (4.29). Let T be a bounded operator on V h ac phq that acts by multiplication by a 2ˆ2 matrix
Proof. Recalling that rk, hs "´β l rh l , v l s´β r rh r , v r s, and using cyclicity of the trace we have , trpV´1T V w˚irk, hsw´q " iβ l J l pxδ l , h l w´V´1T V w˚χ l y´xχ l , w´V´1T V w˚h l δ l yq iβ r J r pxδ r , h r w´V´1T V w˚χ r y´xχ r , w´V´1T V w˚h r δ r yq " iβ l J l pxw˚h l δ l , V´1T V w˚χ l y´xw˚χ l , V´1T V w˚h l δ l yq iβ r J r pxw˚h r δ r , V´1T V w˚χ r y´xw˚χ r , V´1T V w˚h r δ r yq. (4.82)
We would like to compute these four terms. Let H ab pEq be as in (4.74). Note that V´1T V acts on h ac ph 0 q as multiplication by the 2ˆ2 matrix V´1pEqT pEqV pEq. Using this and the formulas in Corollary 4.4 to directly compute the inner products appearing above yields, trpV´1T V w˚irk, hsw´q
exists. An application of dominated convergence yields, uqirk, hsq , (4.90) with K GC,t pα, uq "´´1`e´α pk tp1´uq´k´tu q e´k´¯´1 . (4.91) 4.6 The entropic functionals in the large time limit
Recall the definition of k 0 pEq in (4.79). Let for p Ps0, 8s and let (4.94) where the formula for the limit follows from Corollary 2.3 in [JOPP] . Since, rspEq, k 0 pEqs "ˆs ll pEqβ l E s lr pEqβ l E s rl pEqβ r E s rr pEqβ r E˙´ˆs ll pEqβ l E s lr pEqβ r E s rl pEqβ l E s rr pEqβ r E˙, (4.95) rspEq, k 0 pEqs " 0 iff β l " β r or E " 0 or spEq is diagonal. We recall that spEq is not diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E. The main result concerning the large time limit of the entropic functionals is, Theorem 4.10. Suppose that h has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. Then the following holds:
(i) For α P R and p Ps0, 8s,
These functionals are identically zero iff |E| " 0 or β l " β r . In what follows we assume that |E| ą 0 and β l " β r .
(ii) The function R Q α Þ Ñ e p,`p αq is real analytic and strictly convex. Moreover, e p,`p 0q " 0, e 1 p,`p 0q " xσy`, and e p,`p αq " e p,`p 1´αq.
(iii) The function R Q α Þ Ñ e`pαq is real-analytic and strictly convex. Moreover, it satisfies e`p0q " 0, e 1 p0q "´xσy`, and and e`pαq " e`p1´αq.
(v) The function s0, 8s Q p Þ Ñ e p,`p αq is continuous and decreasing. It is strictly decreasing for α R t0, 1u unless h is reflectionless. If h is reflectionless, then e p,`p αq does not depend on p and is equal to e`pαq.
Remark. The time-reversal invariance of our system together with Corollary 4.9 implies that we can switch spEq and s˚pEq whenever they appear in the equations (4.92)-(4.94) when inserted into the formulas in part (i). This is can also be seen directly by conjugation because s spEq " s˚pEq. Proof. We begin with part (i). Note the existence of the strong limits 97) and, for p Ps0, 8r, 
where e GC,t pαq :" GC t pαq and A " r´N´2,´N`1s Y rN´1, N`2s Ď Z. The aforementioned existence of the strong limits and dominated convergence implies, 
(4.115)
Note that if Gpαq is a differentiable matrix-valued function taking values in invertible matrices, then,
This and dominated convergence yield, after some simple algebra,
The same arguments which led to the analyticity of the finite time entropic functionals in Proposition 3.4 yields that the above functions are analytic (note that here the argument is easier as there is no integral and no t, so the F j 's will be taken to be functions only of α). Convexity and the symmetry e p,`p αq " e p,`p 1´αq follow from the fact that these properties are satisfied by the finite time functionals, of which these are pointwise limits. The fact that e p,`p 0q " 0 follows from the formulas in (i), or that the finite time functionals satisfy the same equality. The formula (4.117) shows that e`pαq is strictly convex unless either |E| " 0 or rspEq, k 0 pEqs " 0 for Lebesgue a.e. E P E iff β l " β r .
As limits of convex functions, the e p,`p αq are convex. Their second derivatives are analytic and therefore are either identically 0 or have a set of isolated 0's. If they vanish identically then the e p,`p αq are linear; however, since e p,`p 1q " e p,`p 0q " 0, they then must vanish identically if they are linear. Hence, the e p,`p αq are strictly convex if they do not vanish identically.
Since K p,`p 0q " p1`e´k`q´1 for p Ps0, 8s and K`p0q "´p1`e´k´q´1, we have by the first line of (4.107) e 1 p0q "´tr`p1`e´k´q´1irk, hs˘"´tr`p1`e´kq´1w˚irk, hsw´˘"´xσy`, (4.120) and by (4.115), e 1 p,`" tr`p1`e´k´q´1irk, hs˘" tr`p1`e´kq´1w˚irk, hsw`˘"´tr`p1`e´kq´1w˚irk, hsw´˘"´xσy`, (4.121)
where the second to last equality follows from the time reversal. The application of Lemma A.1 in the proof of Proposition 3.4 yields that there is an ε ą 0 so that the functions ES t pαq{t and e 2,t pαq{t have analytic extensions to the disc Dp0, εq and are uniformly bounded in t ą 0 on this disc. The same arguments apply to the functions GC t pαq{t. 124) and so by dominated convergence, which completes the proofs of (ii) and (iii). We turn to the proof of (iv). We will compare e`p1q and e 8 p1q. For any 2ˆ2 matrix, detp1`Aq " 1`trpAq`detpAq. We have also, det pK α,8 pEqq " exp rtr pp1´αqk 0 pEq`αspEqk 0 pEqs˚pEqqs " exp rtr pk 0 pEqqs " det pK α pEqq , By unitarity of the scattering matrix, s s ll pEqs lr pEq`s rr pEqs s rl pEq " 0. It follows that if k 0 pEq and s˚pEqk 0 pEqspEq commute, then either E " 0 or β l " β r or s s ll pEqs lr pEq " 0. Since the scattering matrix is unitary, this can happen only if spEq is diagonal or off-diagonal. Since spEq is not diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E, it follows that s˚pEqk 0 pEqspEq and k 0 pEq commute for Lebesgue a.e. E P E iff spEq is off-diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. E P E, i.e., iff h is reflectionless. In summary, we have proven that e`p1q ľ e 8,`p 1q " 0 (4.132) and equality holds iff h is reflectionless. If h is reflectionless, then, 133) and so, det p1`K α pEqq " p1`e´β rEα´p1´αqβlE qp1`e´β l Eα´p1´αqβr E q " 4 coshppβ l p1´αq`β r αqE{2q coshppβ r p1´αq`β l αqE{2q e pβ l`βr qE{2 , (4.134) from which the formula in (iv) follows. Only (v) remains. We have, det p1`K α,p pEqq´detp1`K α,q pEqq " tr pK α,p pEqq´tr pK α,q pEqq . The Araki-Lieb-Thirring inequality (see Theorem 2.2 and Exercise 2.8 in [JOPP] ; see also [L] ) implies that the RHS is strictly positive for p ă q unless s˚pEqk 0 pEqspEq and k 0 pEq commute iff h is reflectionless. If h is not reflectionless, it follows that s0, 8s Q p Ñ e p,`p αq is strictly decreasing. If h is reflectionless then it is trivial to check that all these functionals are identical and equal e`pαq.
Large deviations
We discuss here some consequences of Theorem 4.10. In this section we assume that |E| ą 0 and β l ‰ β r . Recall that, e 2,t pαq " FCS t pαq " log ż R e´α tφ dP t pφq, (4.136)
where P t is the FCS measure of the extended XY chain of Proposition 3.4. In the GNS representations for O and the states ω and ω`(see, e.g., [BR1] ) denote the spectral measure for Σ t and ω and ω`by P ES,t We have, Lemma 4.11. (i) The large deviation rate functions are non-negative, real-analytic, strictly convex and vanish at the single point θ " xφy`.
(ii) The two rate functions are different unless h is reflectionless.
Proof. The results follow from basic properties of Fenchel-Legendre transforms and the facts that e 1 p0q " e 1 2,`p 0q "´xφy`and e`p1q ą 0 " e 2,`p 1q if h is not reflectionless.
The symmetry e 2,`p αq " e 2,`p 1´αq implies , I FCS`p θq " I FCS`p´θ q`θ. If I`pθq satisfies this relation, then the symmetry e`pαq " e`p1´αq must hold and so h is reflectionless. The consequences of Theorem 4.10 are, Corollary 4.12. Suppose that h has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. (ii) The Central Limit Theorem holds: for any Borel set B Ď R, let B t " tφ | ? tpφ´xσy`q P Bu. Then lim tÑ8 P ES,t pB t q " lim tÑ8 P GC,t pB t q " lim tÑ8 P FCS,t pB t q " 1 a 2πD`ż B e´φ
Conclusions
The differences between quantum and classical mechanics is due to the non-commutative structure of quantum mechanics. In quantum statistical mechanics this results in the emergence of novel entropic functionals. In our notation, the functionals e p,t pαq and ES t pαq all result via different quantizations of the classical entropic functional. Note that the entropic pressure functionals all have the α Ø 1´α symmetry which has played a key role in the recent developments in classical non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, while the direct quantizations of the Evans-Searles and Gallavotti-Cohen functionals do not. Theorem 4.10 shows that the Gallavotti-Cohen and Evans-Searles functionals are identical. This is not surprising, as the same phenomenon will holds in classical statistical mechanics -this is known as the principle of regular entropic fluctuations -see [JPR] . The fact that the entropic pressure functionals all equal the Evans-Searles functional if the Jacobi matrix is reflectionless is remarkable. Recall that e 2,t pαq was linked with the full counting statistics of a repeated quantum measurement protocol in Section 2.3.3. This measurement protocol is purely of quantum origin, and has no classical analogue. That this functional should equal the one arising from classical mechanics is surprising.
Recall that our hypotheses required that the Jacobi matrix h have purely absolutely continuous spectrum. The case that is most important for quantum mechanics is the Schrödinger case, in which all the J n 's are all equal (recall that the J n 's are the nearnest neighbour coupling of the spins). What is remarkable is that all known examples of this type of Jacobi matrix with purely absolutely continuous spectrum are reflectionless. For example, if J n " 1 and v n " 0 for every n, then the resulting operator is called the Laplacian, denoted ∆. The discrete Fourier transform identifies ∆ with the operator of multiplication by 2 cos θ on L 2 pr´π, πs, dθq, and so ∆ has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. Explicit computation shows that ∆ is reflectonless (see, e.g., [L] ).
To summarize, it is currently an open problem if there exists a Jacobi matrix with J n " J ‰ 0 with purely absolutely continuous spectrum that is not reflectionless, and it would seem that this problem is relevent to the theory of entropic fluctuations. It is believed that such an example exists [JLP] . In the non-Schrödinger case it is easy to construct operators that have both purely absolutely continuous spectrum that are not reflectionless -see [VY] .
In the remarks following the proof of Theorem 4.7, we noted that the existence of a NESS could be extended to the case where h has some pure point spectrum if the steady state is replaced by a Cesàro sum. It is currently open as to whether a result of this sort can be extended to Theorem 4.10. That is, do the large time limits of the entropic functionals exist if h has some point spectrum?
There are few models in quantum mechanics for which the existence of the large time limit entropic functionals can be proven. The XY chain is a useful model because the functionals can be computed in closed form in terms of the scattering data and their properties can be examined. It remains to be seen that if the identification of XY chains with identical entropic functionals with reflectionless Jacobi matrices can be extended beyond exactly solvable models like the XY chain in the future.
A Analyticity lemma
We record here and prove a lemma that was used to obtain the analyticity of the entropic functionals.
Lemma A.1. Let f pzq be a function analytic on the half-plane Re z ą 0. Let F j pα, s, tq : Rˆr0, 1sˆR Ñ O, j " 1, 2, 3 take values in bounded operators on a Hilbert space. Suppose that there is a strictly positive continuous function apαq s.t. for every s and t. Suppose that for fixed s, t the function α Ñ F j pα, s, tq is analytic in the following uniform sense: for each α 0 P R, there is an ε ą 0 so that the series F j pα, s, tq " is absolutely convergent for |α´α 0 | ă ε. Suppose furthermore that each function s Ñ A n,j ps, tq is continuous, and that there are numbers a n,j s.t. }A n,j ps, tq} ĺ a n,j for every s, t and j and the function H j pαq " are real-analytic in α. Furthermore, for each α 0 P R, there is an ε ą 0 so that each g t pαq is analytic in the disc Dpα 0 , εq and sup αPDpα0,εq t |g t pαq| ă 8.
(A.5)
Proof. Fix α 0 P R and let ε ą 0 be as in the hypotheses on the F j and H. WLOG we can suppose that a n,1 " a n,2 " a n,3 for every n and we drop the subscripts and write a n and H for a n,j and H j . Let,
Hpαq ă 8, a " inf converges absolutely for |z´λ| ă λ. Note that ε 1 does not depend on s or t. It follows that f pF 1 pα, s, tqq is analytic for α P Dpα 0 , ε 1 q. The formal power series obtained by expanding each of F 2 pα, s, tq, f pF 1 pα, s, tq, F 3 pα, s, tq, sandwiching them between then ψ and the φ and integrating over s in fact converges absolutely in the disc Dpα 0 , ε 1 q because, This yields the claim.
